Lead Sponsor
Nokia Siemens Networks is one of the worlds largest network
communications companies with 60,000 employees and a leading
position in all key markets across the world. The Nokia Siemens
Networks business unit Intelligence Solutions (IS) has a unique
best-in-class experience with lawful interception and government
agency requirements because of numerous projects within its
Monitoring Center product line. Deep understanding of security
issues - inside military organizations, MOI, and other security
services - as well as a broad security awareness contribute to ISs
excellent relationships, which are based on trust, reliability and
stability - values that finally culminate in its customers thoroughgoing
satisfaction. Making the world safer with trend-setting
intelligencewww.nokiasiemensnetworks.com
Associate Lead Sponsors
Spectronic is one the world's leading suppliers of highly advanced
mission-critical surveillance and communications interception
equipment for government agencies, providing solutions for
intercepting and decoding various types of communication methods
and protocols. Our solutions are of modular design, allowing us the
flexibility to deliver complete turn-key monitoring centers, or
decoding components that can be integrated into existing
systems”.www.spectronic.com
RCS background is based upon many years of in-field experience in
design and operation management of a number of actual LI
systems: from the capture plants for wireline and mobile telephony
to the large scale Law Enforcement Monitoring facilities both for
voice and Internet contents. A consolidated operational background
in LI that allows us to detect and solve any issue concerning the
design, development, deployment, and operation of a real-world
interception architecture.
ClearTrail's products intercept and analyze data and voice
communications across millions of simultaneous connections, to
deliver early warnings and rapid intelligence that enables informed
decision making on business-critical and mission-critical situations.
Our comprehensive analytical LI platform supports a variety of
proprietary surveillance systems that range from portable and
tactical field surveillance units for monitoring of GSM & public
Internet networks to monitoring of ILD, GPRS, GSM and NGN
networks. This unified LI platform forms the central monitoring
station which receives intelligence feed from securely connected
field and carrier class interception systems. www.clear-trail.com
Comptel provides Comptel Dynamic OSS solutions, offering serviceenabling mediation, charging and fulfillment capabilities to telecom
service providers. Comptel's expertise in inventory, provisioning and

activation, mediation and charging empowers service providers to
focus on delivering the innovative services. Comptel has provided
solutions to around 260 customers in 85 countries
worldwide.www.comptel.com
The ATIS systems group has a 60-year track record in recording
technology and a 15-year track record in integrated lawful
interception. With its solutions ATIS is a key technology partner for
Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs), members of the public safety
community, network operators and network equipment
vendors.www.atis-systems.com
ETI Connect is a global provider of Lawful Intercept systems, which
enable reliable, efficient and lawful monitoring on all types of
communication. ETI Connect is the commercial division of the ETI
Group - an international group of companies with world-class
capabilities in the development and production of advanced analysis
and test systems for all types of data and telecommunication
networks. www.eticonnect.net
Openet is a worldwide provider of event processing and transaction
management solutions. Built upon our industry leading FusionWorks
Platform, the Openet Lawful Network Surveillance Solution enables
you to respond both accurately and efficiently to government legal
requests. A global company, Openets implementations include longrunning engagements with the worlds leading service providers such
as British Telecom, TIM, Orange, O2, AT&T and Verizon
Wireless. www.openet.com
SS8 Networks is the recognized independent leader in lawful
intercept and a worldwide provider of regulatory compliant,
electronic surveillance solutions. We have deployed proven lawful
intercept solutions on all continents, in the networks of the largest
telecommunications service providers and government agencies.
SS8 Networks has grown a team with unequalled core competence
our installations serving over 10,000 law enforcement
agents.www.ss8.com
Ericsson is shaping the future of Mobile and Broadband Internet
communications through its continuous technology leadership.
Providing innovative solutions in more than 140 countries, Ericsson
is helping to create the most powerful communication companies in
the world. Ericsson offers state of the art Data Retention and Lawful
Interception Solutions. www.ericsson.com
CopperEye is a leading provider of data retention and retrieval
solutions designed to meet the requirements of organizations
challenged with explosive growth in the volume of data they must
manage. CopperEyes software helps companies cost-effectively
capture, quickly store, and instantly access selective transactions
from tens- or hundreds-of-terabytes whether the data is seconds or
decades old. This is increasingly important as data volumes more
than double every year and regulations require organizations to
keep data longer. In addition, CopperEye's patented indexing
technology approach delivers a quantum leap in performance in an
open access format, supporting rapid data retrieval from enormous
volumes of data at a fraction of the cost of traditional database and
data warehouse approaches, while eliminating vendor and
technology dependency.www.coppereye.com

Retentia, Inc. is a data retention software company with a client
base that includes some of largest Service Providers, Law
Enforcement and Government Agencies in the world. Retentia’s
Data Retention Suite (DRS) enables Telco’s and ISP’s to capture
billions of xDRs daily, allowing LEAs to query in real-time, securely,
efficiently, and cost effectively. Retentia is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Intelligentias, Inc.www.retentia.com
Amesys is the new French reference in critical systems for the
Defence & Government markets. A workforce of more than 850
people to provide you with a unique range of services: engineering,
integration of complex architectures, hardware and software product
developments … Our expertise: Elint, Comint, Cryptography, Lawful
interception, Satcom, Government solutions. www.amesys.fr

Exhibitors and Sponsors

For information on how to exhibit/sponsor at ISS World Conference, contact Tatiana
Lucas, talucas@telestrategies.com or call 1-703-734-2639
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